
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Life During Lockdown.  
 
It’s been alright, actually. There, that was a short article. Seriously though - the big things – isolating as 
part of lockdown and more recently with COVID, working from home, having the kids off school and not 
being able to do the stuff we’d normally do has been bearable.  
 
We’ve been fortunate that when we went into full lockdown – just after Corflu Heatwave thankfully – I was 
working at home and Leslie (my wife) was able to do some remote working as well. Then when the kids 
were off school our smugness in choosing this location to buy our house paid off – two fantastic parks we 
could walk to as well as a bunch of athletic playing fields just down the street for us meant our daily 
exercise outings could become adventures in their own right. The girls were also of an age (9 and 7) 
where long walks in the park – with made-up silly games and adventures in the woody bits – were still 
appealing. It’s interesting now that we’ve all been self-isolating for the past week or so that Abigail – now 
11 – has gone all pre-teen and stays in her room all day in her PJs! Neither of her parents can complain – 
that’s how we spent my teenage years – of course it was all books and comics and no digital devices then. 
 
We’d also managed to avoid catching COVID itself for nigh on 18 months until Maya came down with it a 
week or so ago as part of a cluster. Given it is likely Omicron – the rest of us in the house fell like dominos 
over the following days. Both girls had absolutely no symptoms – just sailed through it – but still had to 
stay off school and isolate for the 7 plus days. Leslie had a bit of a cold for a few days but of course I had 
to go full-on COVID man-flu. First just cold – not very nice but bearable. Took a couple of days to get over 
that and I thought right – back at ‘em. But I really could not be arsed – no energy at all to get up – and 
that after sleeping for 10 hours each night. I did try and 
log onto work but I couldn’t concentrate, and actually got 
an awful headache trying to concentrate on a report. So, 
I’ve been off for a week so far and counting – but given 
I’m doing a new TommyWorld – reckon I’ll be back at work 
on Monday. Talking of which. 
 
Since starting to work for the Bank in 2005 I have spent 
most of my work life on audio teleconferences, in meetings 
or writing reports. All that stuff just went virtual when I 
moved from a small Irish bank to its big UK parent Bank 
about five years ago. I then effectively began to work from 
home with frequent trips to Edinburgh – where my new 
team was based – for team meetings, face to face reviews 
and even social events. Everything else was done via 
email, then more audio conferences and now Zoom. So as 
you can see on the right – all I needed was a small desk 
and a laptop – Priscilla the cat was an optional benefit you 
could select! 
To be honest- like a lot of digitial natives now, that is in 
fact all you need. In the olden days we used to be called knowledge workers – no tools required to do our 
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job - just the knowledge, skills and experience built up over the years and a basic latop with internet 
access to utilise those. Just watching Sue Perkin’s ‘Big American Road Trip’ tv show (where she riffs off 
the same material in Nomadland) and just about all the people she has met who live in their cars and are 
mobile homes appear to be funded through YouTube and Instagram accounts. Whilst I don’t think I could 
live like that – I do think I could work like that. Then again the new home office below seems to belie that 
statement, the desk footprint itself is 175cm X 75cm! How was your Pandemic? 
 

 
 
 
Let There Be Locs 
 
Taral Wayne: “Whatever the consensus on the “right” way to publish fanzines, who is brave enough to 
disqualify most of what we these days accept as fanzine writing, which if taken to extremes would only 
judge Banana Wings, Trap Door and Portable Storage as “true” fanzines ... and therefore “real” 
fanwriting?” Certainly not me – Octothorpe is amazing! 
 
Keith Freeman: “Thanks for the latest TommyWorld...  I thought you and I were the only attendees - 
'cos of the group photos!  I enjoyed your write up (indeed I enjoyed Corflu) and was sorry not to slug it 
out with you in JustAMinac..” More on all things Corflu next time around. 
 
Leigh Edmonds: “Thanks for sending me TommyWorld 88 which I really enjoyed.  What's not to like 
about a good convention report?  I also liked the photos at the end, now I know what some of the villains 
I occasionally meet from affair really look like.  What a revelation!” I know – great to put names to faces. 
 
Jerry Kaufman: “I enjoyed your con report, and appreciate having the group photo with the key to 
identities.” Thanks to John Coxon for the photo and Alison Scott for the index. “I'm going to splash some 
cold water into your whiskey plans. I see Bushmills on sale here in the US at various supermarkets and 
liquor shops. I would guess it's also available in Canada. I suggest you research this yourself, so as to 
save yourself the trouble of carrying two heavy full bottles with you. Or consider only bringing some 
variety of Bushmills that can't be found in North America. Is there perhaps a "craft" distillery making small 
batches of the water of life (in Belfast or NI more generally) that would be unknown here? That would be 
worth the hauling.“ Will give that some thought and expound on plans for Pangloss (now in October) and 
Corflu Craic in the next TommyWorld. 
 
WAHF: Nigel Rowe: “We are both of the cancer sign. My date being June 30.”, john Purcell, Andy Hooper, 
Steve Jeffrey, Ian Milsted: “In place of a loc I attach an advance copy of Grifflu. I hope to send this out 
more generally at the end of the week”. 


